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Abstract
This presentation delineates the shifts in medium, conceptualization and expression that have manifested in my textile art practice
over the past three decades, and that continue to influence my aesthetic and personal trajectories. My early woven tapestries were
inspired by the design I see in nature, and the realization that axiomatic rhythms of cosmic truth/order infuse and animate all aspects
of our being. I moved from creating smooth, lyrical, harmonious effects into a period of narrating via open warps, keeping my
process visible in order to signify ambiguity, irregularity and unpredictability, as well as transformative possibility, as inherent to the
pattern of any life. I then immersed in a phase of work catalyzed by my intensive long-term research into rafoogari, the hereditary art of
‘invisible’ darning – so refined that it cannot be seen with the naked eye – and the rafoogar community, custodians of this neglected
indigenous knowledge still being passed down from one generation to the next. I produced a range of mixed-media works, recycling
scraps of my discarded weavings by combining them with paper pulp, blending the two kinds of natural fibre through experimental
techniques and presenting them in abstract formats. In these articulations I utilized the metaphor of both visible and invisible darning
to signify an experience of sudden, unforeseen and violent rupture in the once-reliable order of things, and to invoke ‘repair’ as a
healing modality of self-awareness in the context of traumatic upheaval. My latest mixed-media works, in which I use combinations of
natural dyes, are a further enunciation of this logic, an intuitive return to the unseen structures/truths of nature. The natural ‘cloth’
fibres disappear into the paper, the natural ‘paper’ fibres vanish into the cloth; they completely assimilate, embed and ultimately
subsume each other, their duality reconfigured into an inviolable unity.

1. Origins
My transformative journey into the world of textiles began in
childhood through the sight of antique Kashmir kani pashmina
shawls and other precious fabrics often brought to my family
home in the north Indian town of Najibabad by local rafoogars,
expert darners who pass their specialized hereditary techniques
from one generation to the next – fathers to sons, elders to
youngsters, master artisans to apprentices – within their
community. Rafoogari/skilled darning is used in the mending all
kinds of ordinary garments/fabrics used in daily life, as well as
for the restoration of antique rugs, carpets, tapestries, shawls
and other valuable textiles. Najibabad has historically served as
a hub of the shawl trade in north India, and for the past 250
years has been known as the country’s most important centre
for the repair of valuable kani shawls. These shawls are
perhaps the only significant Indian textile made in twill weave
with tapestry techniques, hand-woven on traditional looms
using small wooden spokes known as kani. The production of
these beautiful textiles, with their complex patterns and
intricate colour combinations executed through months of
meticulous labour, was once a profitable crafts industry in
Kashmir but is in sharp decline today due to lack of
infrastructure and patronage. Kani shawls were prized items in
our family collection, and the rafoogars’ relationship with my
ancestors had continued unbroken for decades. These fabrics
were the source of my passion for the textile traditions of
India and the world, and motivated me to develop my own
textile art practice.
Figure 1: Lunar Calendar
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My early pictorial woven tapestries were a response to the
incomparable design that I perceive in nature, and the
realization that axiomatic universal rhythms of reet – the
Sanskrit term used in classical Indian philosophy for cosmic
‘truth’/‘order’– are continually enacted within individuated
consciousness; our sacred texts use weaving metaphors to
describe and celebrate reet as a first principle of the
metaphysics of creation. My initial smooth, lyrical, harmonious
aesthetic then developed into a phase of narration via open
warps in order to foreground my increasing sense of the
ambiguity, deferral and unpredictability, as well as unforeseen
possibility, inherent to the pattern of any life. This intuition
was strongly expressed in my next creative phase, directly
inspired by my intensive long-term research into rafoogari,
specifically the demanding repair of kani shawls.

My ongoing research project, Making ‘Invisible’ Visible, is
about this exceptional craftsmanship continuously upheld in
difficult economic conditions by Najibabad’s darners, who
have carefully guarded the special techniques required for the
conservation of antique kani, keeping it within the community
and hence ‘hidden’ to outsiders. However, I do not consider
myself a textile historian or scholar. My research is informed
by my passion for textiles, my textile art practice, my view of
darning as an art form, my family associations with
Najibabad’s rafoogars, and my deep concern for this
vulnerable, marginalized group whose survival is under threat
in an era of relentless mechanization, as is the case with
traditional arts/crafts all over India. I see rafoogari as far more
than an essential means of livelihood, a pivot of group identity
and a resilient form of indigenous knowledge – on the one
hand as unassuming as the ordinary garments it mends and
reinforces, and on the other hand as incredible as the precious
fabrics it salvages and redeems. Hence my research is also a
form of homage to these anonymous struggling artisans whose
contribution to the great treasury of Indian cultural forms is
missing from India’s textile narrative and crafts genealogy as
well as from the sociological record. To the best of my
knowledge, other than the rare passing reference in Mughal
manuscripts, quoted by various authors in modern studies of
Kashmir shawls, there is no existent documentation of
rafoogari as a profession or of darners as a centuries-old
community. This discursive erasure is indeed sharply ironic,
since the goal and hallmark of expert rafoo is to render
‘invisible’ the damage on any kind of cloth, be it valuable or
ordinary. Thus, the logic of concealment applies not only to
the rafoogar community as an archival lacuna and to rafoo as
the ‘secret’ practice of erasing flaws in fabric – in a wider
sense, it has over the centuries also contributed to rendering
both the artist-rafoogar and the art of rafoogari more or less
‘invisible’ as socio-cultural phenomena. And while pashmina
itself has been thoroughly analyzed as a fabric, its weaves,
patterns and embroidery celebrated, the vital role of the
rafoogars as its literal/material custodians has yet to be
publicly recognized and honoured.

Figure 2: Rebirth

2. Rupture/Restoration
The term rafoogari derives etymologically from the ligation of
two Farsi verbs: raf’ kardan (connoting to remove, abolish,
uncover, abrogate, suppress, remedy, settle, adjust, eliminate,
rest, quench) and giraftan (connoting to seize, acquire, clutch,
grab, catch, arrest, capture, halt, retain). Merged, they suggest
the act of taking hold of something that is in the process of
disappearing – i.e., they signify an ambiguous interlocking of
two equal and opposite trajectories, one of dispersal and the
other of containment, paradoxically manifesting together. This
applies perfectly to the nature of rafoo, usually done with thread
carefully drawn from the fabric itself. Rafoogars are able to darn
with such virtuosity that their work is undetectable to the
naked eye. The repair is so finely executed, the stitching so
subtle, the joinery so detailed and meticulous, that each
mended rip and tear merges imperceptibly and seamlessly with
the cloth surrounding it. Though remarkably complex, rafoogari
appears very simple as it leaves no traces of the darner’s effort;
it is indeed a deceptively ‘artless’ art in the way it renders
invisible the evidence of both damage and restoration. While
this exquisite renewal requires highly perfected skills, it
remains an art consciously kept obscure, occluded, largely
unacknowledged. The techniques of rafoo, a silent inscription
that is simultaneously present and absent, are a closely guarded
secret of its practitioners, for if the rafoogar reveals his methods
the mystique of his superb traditional craftsmanship will
inevitably disappear.

In more subjective terms, my research focus on the complex
mending and restoration of degraded fabric acquired deeper
significance for me some years ago when I was diagnosed with
advanced cancer. I am still under treatment; and in this context
the figure of the rafoogar committed to preserving the unique
life of a fragile, damaged kani shawl has great metaphorical
resonance for me. As does the very the action of rafoo, with
the darner continuously aligning the edges of gashes and holes
in the vulnerable weave, all margins firmly yet delicately
gripped, and sealed stitch by careful stitch to prevent further
ripping and other damage, and to render the cloth intact and
whole.
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denigrated as residual, as less-than, as a remnant. Such
discernment of inherent value is then taken forward into the
act of eliciting that subjugated worth through transmuting and
revivifying the repudiated material, affirming and honouring it.

Figure 5: Threads 3
My early creations emerged from a slow process of weaving,
and I laid emphasis on precise effects and realistic colours and
textures. The mixed-media works are impulsive, executed in a
much more direct way, using whatever material is available at
hand; they derive from a current thought-process that has
arisen from my more recent life-experience. Since I no longer
believe in the prescriptive, homogenous concepts of beauty,
order and completion that I once held and tried to embody in
my art, it was not difficult to change direction or technique.
Through a radical re-engagement with my previous aesthetic I
have symbolized the journey of any life as a stitched/‘darned’
collage of elusive, interstitial, transitional, liminal interfaces –
always subject to visible and invisible trauma, always evolving,
and always a reminder to accept and adapt whatever offers
itself for modification. The mixed-media works signify overt
and subtle healing through a re-imprinting of both the surface
and depth of awareness; they point to the template of
perfection existent in apparent imperfection, presence existent
in apparent absence, similarity existent in apparent difference.

Figure 3: Threads 1

3. Symbiosis
Like all traditional Indian art/craft forms, rafoogari is imbued
with philosophical as well as cathartic and therapeutic
potential. Eleven years post-diagnosis, my research continues
to acquire meaning: I experience it as not merely an instrument
for the collection of data but also as a mode of sustained selfinquiry. The methodology of ‘darning’ came to represent an
irreversible, intuitive merging of my artistic and personal paths,
and this confluence found expression through innovative
mixed-media works based on principles of rafoo. I used the
metaphor of both visible and invisible darning in abstract
formats to suggest sudden, unforeseen and violent rupture in
the once-reliable order of things; to invoke ‘repair’ as a crucial
instrument of awareness; and to symbolically affirm the place,
significance and
act of such ‘darning’ in the fabric of any life, as well as in the
life of any fabric.

I then extended the idea of ‘invisible’ repair into a related
modality by combining fragments of my rejected weavings
with paper pulp, reconstituting both the material and meaning
of ‘fibre’ through the elision of two entities, manipulating and
complicating their boundaries to create jagged, dissonant
effects. I see both mediums as essentially one, as they arise
from the same source: the paper pulp comes from natural
fibres, as do the discarded cloth scraps that I am recycling
from my earlier failed weaving efforts. The dissolution of
sources required an experimental technique, and the
anomalous ‘fabric’ that manifested through such
bonding/blending is an intriguing material interdependency:
neither more characteristic of cloth than of paper, nor more
characteristic of paper than of cloth.

Figure 4: Threads 2
As mentioned at the start of this essay, my early poetic woven
works pursued formal order and innate symmetries, a
conventional approach then displaced by my choice to narrate
through open warps in order to suggest equivocation,
deviation and indeterminacy as valid variables in any design.
However, the rafoo-inspired mixed-media works have a very
different stamp of immediacy. The images are raw, granular,
seem to disclose even while remaining ambivalent – their
internal structure is exteriorized, the cartography of the joints,
seams and junctions is consciously delineated. While the
visualization does camouflage and conceal, it is simultaneously
a categorical expansion, a thorough acceptance of certain
material defects and limitations that I earlier did not
accommodate in my artistic vision. The mixed-media works
invoke notions of salvaging, repairing and restoring, and these
meanings arise from an act of contemplation – the seeing of
intrinsic worth in what is normatively understood and

The rafoo-based mixed-media works are organized as bounded
sets/sequences, and may be interpreted individually or in
series, as discrete framings or as mutually referential. However,
I am not positing a conclusive teleology through this
arrangement. My thematic, symbolic and material focus is on
impermanence, rupture, abrasion, attrition, friction, corrosion,
and the internal relationships of these processes. Equally, it
reflects my belief that anything injured, harmed, disfigured,
demeaned and degraded has the potential to be recuperated,
conserved and cherished, and to be bestowed with fresh force
and utility.
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Figure 7: Skein
I have been drawing upon and applying these larger
understandings to my daily existence as well as to my textile
practice. My ‘life’ and my ‘art’, which earlier flowed in parallel,
have coalesced. I am indeed still responding to reet, the
supreme, inviolable design I see in nature, the catalyst for my
early pictorial woven compositions. However, my aesthetic
grammar and vocabulary have both undergone a paradigmatic
reorientation through my exploring and using fibres from
nature, in their inherent forms and also via combining their
extracts into dyes. Twig, bark, stalk, root, leaf, thalamus, sepal,
petal, stamen, pistil, seed – each familiar, humble object, in
itself and through its link to other such linked objects, is a
magnificent reminder of the omnipotent energy of reet. The
unseen rules and properties of these exquisite microarchitectures, the irrefutable organic templates to which I
submit even while I visually rework them into new
configurations, have become a fulcrum of my subjectivity as
well as my material process. I find myself now deeply
compelled to inscribe nature’s ‘invisible’ integrities/truths
rather than its ‘visible’ seductions/illusions.

Figure 6: In/Visible

4.Continuity
My latest pieces are an extension of this idiom, but what I am
producing at the moment is aligned and resonant with an
altered, starker sense of self – more assertive, more audacious,
more autonomous, more dispassionate – that has enabled a
conceptual shift from the logic of healing via restoration to the
logic of healing via transformation. Once again I combined
natural fibres from paper and from cloth, using natural dyes.
In this symbiotic enunciation of ‘fabric’, ‘cloth’ fibres
disappear into paper/ ‘paper’ fibres vanish into cloth; they
fully inhabit, host, embed, render and ultimately subsume each
other. A new morphology is distilled, and the particular
variables that constitute material duality are reimaged as a
unity. Transposed to terms of consciousness, such vascular
fusion may be read as a collapse of the threshold between
oneself and one’s other/s; and between interior and exterior,
part and whole, particular and general, coarseness and
refinement, substrate and superimposition, proximity and
distance, importance and insignificance, knowledge and
ignorance.

Figure 8: Broken Nest
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Through this inversion/recursion of my primary perspective,
any seeming disruption of the personal weave, and the
restorative efforts that follow, come to be powerfully
assimilated as simply another invaluable, dynamic articulation
of the transcendent continuum of reet. As I experience it, we
are no more and no less than vital, mutable skeins of the
cosmic warp and weft, immaculate, imperishable, infinite.
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Community Empowerment through Handcraft
Australian Indigenous textiles: confluence of culture and enterprise
RUBEN, Bobbie: bobbie@speargrass.com.au
Independent practicing printmaker/ textile designer
Keywords: indigenous textiles, artists, art centres, remote communities, business enterprise
Abstract
Diversity in language and culture in Australian Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander or ‘Indigenous’ society is reflected in the ancient
and rich traditions in visual culture. Both enduring and ephemeral visual cultural representations are evident across the Australian
landscape in painting and carving, woven and dyed sculptural forms, and sand painting. In recent history, introduced mediums
including works on paper and canvas, digital media, textiles and sculptural forms such as glass and ceramics have enabled new
Indigenous art forms to flourish in the contemporary arts market.
Over the past ten years there has been a rapid growth in the design and production of screen-printed textiles from Indigenous
community art centres in remote regions of Northern Australia. In the last three years these textiles have won awards in prestigious
national art and fashion events, have been exhibited in national art galleries, acquired by collecting institutions, and commissioned by
large corporations and high profile design and fashion businesses.
This paper will outline and examine the development and significance of this remarkable body of work and flourishing movement
originating in remote community art centres. Highlighted will be the potential for this work in textiles to not only generate greater
income for Indigenous artists in the development of business enterprises on country, but also to engender cultural teaching and
maintenance; in addition, this work may signal a paradigm that resonates with First Nations people in other remote and isolated
localities around the world.

Figure 1: Babbarra Designs, Maningrida 2016. (Photo: B. Ruben)

1. Introduction

enterprise, while furthering artistic expression, cultural
teaching and cultural maintenance.

Australian Indigenous art is the oldest unbroken tradition of
art in the world, and both traditional and contemporary artistic
practices continue to be followed. The majority of artists live
and practice in remote settings, and operate out of a network
of nearly one hundred community owned and operated art
centres which act as intermediaries between Indigenous artists
and the wider art world. The recent rise and proliferation of
screen-printed textiles originating in art centres exemplifies the
converging of contemporary creative practice with business

2. Background
2.1 Historical context
Prior to the introduction of cloth to Indigenous communities
during the eighteenth century, fibre work such as spinning,
weaving and dyeing of plant fibres had been practised since
‘The Dreaming’ when, in Aboriginal lore, ancestral spirits
roamed the land (Ryan 1998). The rich and contemporary
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practice of screen-printed textile design and production began
in the late 1960s following the establishment of remote
community owned and operated art centres. This form of
creative expression was widely practised up until the late 1980s
and 1990s when textile design, production and sales began to
decline. At this time the Indigenous fine art market had gained
momentum, attracting many textile artists to painting on
canvas. Paintings commanded higher prices and greater
acclaim for artists, with the most notable examples being
Emily Kame Kngwarreye and Gloria Tamerre Petyarre, both
of who were once textile artists before transferring to painting
(Healy & Ryan 2000).

Figure 5: Marita Sambono, ‘Fog dreaming’, Merrepen
Arts, Naiuyu 2013
Figure 6: Melbourne Cup ‘Fashion on the Field’ winning
entry 2013. (Photos: https://www.facebook.com/
merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)

3. The textiles
Textiles are a specific form of Indigenous cultural production
situated firmly within the Indigenous arts sector, quite distinct
from non-Indigenous mainstream textiles, which follow a
more rigid and prescriptive course. Indigenous textiles engage
with an atypical and unique set of circumstances, where they
may range across genres from fine arts, to design, fashion and
craft according to the end-user of the textiles. For example,
the same textile designs may be acquired by galleries and
exhibited as fine art, or equally be acquired and transformed
into interior design
and fashion items.

2.2 Contemporary context
Forty-five years since textile enterprises began in the remote
north of Australia, the political, economic and arts landscape
has changed. The transforming effects of the global financial
crisis and recent government reforms have devastated the
Indigenous fine arts market culminating in a sixty to seventy
per cent drop in sales over the past decade (Rothwell 2013).
Remarkably, given the challenges faced by most artists and art
centres, and the dependency on current government policies,
Indigenous textile sales have strengthened during the declining
art market. Therefore Indigenous textile production and its
implications for artists need to be examined under a new set of
circumstances.
Over the past ten years there has been a twelve-fold increase in
printed textiles from the three main textile producing
Aboriginal communities in the Northern Territory, along with
a rise in new textile ventures in Far North Queensland and
Western Australian remote communities (Ruben 2014b,
unpub.). In the past three years these textiles have won awards
in prestigious national art and fashion events, have been
exhibited in art galleries, collected by national and international
institutions, and commissioned by large corporations, and
high-end design and fashion businesses. Textiles are now
ubiquitous at Indigenous art fairs and festivals where events
such as fashion performances and textile exhibitions are
specifically designed to promote the textiles. This increase in
design and production has led to a greater recognition of
textiles in the national Indigenous art and design sectors,
increased income and opportunities for Indigenous artists
living in remote environments and a revitalised and stimulating
work environment for participants in this work.

Figure 7: Kieren Karritpul, ‘Yergi’, Merrepen Arts,
Naiuyu Community 2014. (Photo: https://www.facebook
.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)

Figure 8: Aaron McTaggart, ‘Croc skin’, Merrepen Arts,
Naiuyu Community 2012. (Photo: https://www.facebook
.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)
3.1 The Design process
While textile designs are costly and time consuming to set up
for production, unlike fine art prints on paper, they are not in
limited edition, hence have the potential to be reproduced and
sold well into the future. Arguably, a textile design relies on a
large and ongoing range of buyers and viability is contingent
on the designs being fully resolved and appealing to
commercial markets. William Morris textile prints designed in
the 1860’s, over one hundred and fifty years ago are still
printed and highly sought after today. Unikko poppy, is the
Finnish textile company Marimekko’s most enduring and
successful print, which has been continuously printed for the
past sixty years.
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The Indigenous textiles are designed during a series of
workshops conducted in art centres. The artist, usually in
conjunction with a design collaborator, reconfigures and
extends their artwork to fit within the constraints of a textile
design. Balance, colour separation, repetition and importantly
scale must be considered. Massimo Vignelli, a renowned
Italian modernist designer is reported to have said ‘much
design is about getting the scale right, a little bigger or smaller
or moving something a little’ (cited in Poggenpohl 2009, p. 5).

audience and market share, and increase income potential
(Baguley 2007). Nurturing of these exchanges, and promotion
of good collaborative relationships encourage meaningful and
long-term relationships, furthering the strength and
sustainability of these enlivening textile enterprises.

Donald Schon (1991), an academic with expertise in design,
developed the theory of ‘reflective practice’, a form of learning
by reflecting on action, which helps to understand the process
of textile design. He refers to design as ‘iterative’ whereby the
results of one step of a process becomes the starting point for
the next step, progression is non-linear, and at each stage of
the process new understandings are reached dependant on
decisions made in the previous stage, and informing decisions
made in subsequent stages. This design process as outlined by
Schon, encompasses flexibility, innovation, continual problem
solving and refining.

Figure 10: Susan Marawarr, ‘Rocks and Yams’, Babbarra
Designs, Maningrida 2012. (Photo: B. Ruben)

In my experience as a textile designer and design collaborator,
understanding Schon’s (1991) theories of reflective, iterative
processes assists in clarifying and explaining the process in
design development of the Indigenous textiles. Incremental
problem solving, seeking opportunities in the artwork and
implementing changes are all applied during resolution of
designs. Furthermore, the design process is exploratory with
the aim of transcending the obvious and the known and
ultimately aiming for an outcome that cannot be known until
the process is complete (Cross 2011).

Figure 11: Susan Marawarr, ‘Rocks and Yams’, Screenprint on cotton 2012. (Photo: B. Ruben)
3.3 Textiles and production
The designs are screen-printed onto quality cottons, linens and
silks, and unite traditional iconography with a contemporary
aesthetic pleasing to commercial interests and the wider arts
market. The screen-printing technique lends an authenticity
and rawness to the finished product, capturing the original
touch and integrity of the artist’s hand, and yet embodying
cutting-edge design (Ruben 2014a, unpub.). Celebrated for
their vitality and sense of joyousness, the finished textiles
record important cultural stories, communicating a rich history
of spiritual belief and material culture. The subject matter
ranges from dreaming stories, the landscape, spirit beings,
bush foods, animal and plant life, as well as traditional
domestic objects including dillybags, fish traps and coolamons.
This iconography is similarly portrayed in a variety of two and
three-dimensional fine-art media ‘representing the connection
with land itself and the attachment of people to land through
their art’ (Myers 1994, p. 37).

Figure 9: Painting film positives, Patricia McTaggart,
Deborah Wurrkidj and Gracie Kumbi from Merrepen Arts
and Babbarra Designs. (Photo: B. Ruben)
3.2 Collaborative relationships

The hand printed characteristic of this work dictates that
smaller quantities of fabric are produced, unlike the majority of
mainstream non-Indigenous textiles whereby many thousands
of metres may be printed at a time. Small quantities ensure that
the textiles maintain a niche position in the market place and
can mostly be produced at the art centres, ensuring much of
this enterprise remains on-site. Art centres can also utilize the
option of having larger quantities of the textiles screen-printed

Textile work frequently draws on a cultural exchange between
Indigenous and non-Indigenous artists, designers and other
arts workers. These exchanges encompass a range of differing
collaborative relationships from the design collaborators input
in creating the designs, to collaboration in production,
marketing, sales and commissions. Collaboration allows people
to engage in more ambitious projects, generate a greater
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in urban print facilities where the hand printed and bespoke
quality is retained.
The art centres operating textile enterprises have become
important to the artists and their wider communities. In
remote regions that have few opportunities for enterprise and
non-government funding, the textile enterprises have provided
an active and motivating working environment, a place for
intergenerational exchange, and a real opportunity for
economic development (Betts 2014, Miller 2010). Besides
providing employment, these enterprises attract funding for
additional education, training and travel opportunities.
Furthermore, younger community members are encouraged to
participate, learn new skills and engage in cultural activities.

Figure 17: ResidentNT, Issue 20, Darwin, NT 2015.
(Photo:
https://www.facebook.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)
Social media has been fundamental in fostering community
engagement and promoting the textiles to a wider audience. In
my experience, when workshops are in progress and new
designs are being created, the social media response from a
broad range of followers is overwhelming, conveying support
and enthusiasm for this work. Responses such as these further
generate a sense of community within Indigenous society and
between Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. Social
media provides a lens enabling the general public to follow and
support the design and production of the textiles in remote
settings. Accordingly this form of promotion and connection
will likely encourage increased sales and business development.

Figure 3: Marita Sambono, ‘Fog dreaming’, Printing at
Merrepen Arts, Naiuyu Community 2013. (Photo:
https://
www.facebook.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref=ts)
3.4 Textiles and promotion
The textiles are promoted as a form of Indigenous cultural
expression and as stated earlier do not follow the trajectory of
mainstream non-Indigenous textiles generally sold in large
retail and industry outlets. Rather, these textiles are primarily
sourced though art centres and art galleries, or acquired
through commissions or individual licencing agreements. In
addition, there are an expanding number of Indigenous art
fairs and festivals held in remote locations where the textiles
are available for sale. These smaller outlets closer to the source
of design and production ensure that the enterprise is largely
controlled by the artists and art centres at the centre of this
work.

Figure 12: Maxine Charlie, Croc skin, Nagula Jarndu
designs 2016.

Notably, in the past three years there have been a number of
remote and urban cultural fashion shows. These performances
where art and culture meet fashion, celebrate Indigenous
culture. Much anticipated and well attended, these events
present an opportunity to exhibit and promote the textiles
through culture, movement and fashion. Contrary to nonIndigenous runway fashion events where traditionally the
fashion designer is celebrated, Indigenous fashion events
present opportunities to celebrate and promote Indigenous
culture, the textiles, the art centres and the artists behind these
distinctive and exciting designs.

Figure 13: Maminydjarma Maymuru, Darwin Aboriginal
art fair fashion performance 2016.
(Photos: https://www.facebook.com/Nagula-JarnduSaltwater-Woman-368076166626250/)
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Figure 16: ‘NgangiWetembi Dememarrgu’, textile
exhibition, Merrepen Arts, Naiuyu Community 2014.
(Photo: B. Ruben)

Figure 14: ‘NgangiWetembi Dememarrgu’, Fashion
Performance, Merrepen Arts, Naiuyu Community 2014.
(Photo: https://www.facebook.com/merrepen.arts.7?fref
=ts)

4. Conclusion

3.5 Textiles, sales and consumers

Whilst drawing on ancient traditions and inspirations, these
textiles form a starting point for invention and renewal with
limitless possibilities in the fine art, fashion and design sectors.
This paper has outlined the benefits and opportunities
afforded by this work in textiles. The emergent themes are; the
possibilities of generating an income and creating a flourishing
business enterprise; design theory in the creation of the textile
designs; and importantly an opportunity to convey and
promote country and culture which has also empowered artists
with a means of furthering cultural affirmation and
maintenance.

A strong aesthetic and visual beauty sell the textiles, but
underpinning the consumer desirability for the textiles are the
important cultural stories depicted in the designs. Anecdotal
information suggests that sales are higher when the textiles are
given a context, in other words when a title, description of
cultural content and an artist biography are supplied to the
consumer. This is an opportunity for artists to promote their
own art practice in addition to the textiles they have created.
Sales through art centres or at Indigenous cultural events close
to the source of where the textiles are created typically attract
stronger sales than in retail outlets where there may not be
knowledge or an appreciation of where the textiles have
originated, the conditions under which they are created and the
stories they reveal.
In contemporary consumer societies most of what we buy is
ready-made with no knowledge of who produced the objects,
or the environments in which they were created. The price and
value is in the object itself, rather than the circumstances of
production (Tilly 2006). Research has established a consumer
desire for knowledge of the circumstances of production, and
the rich cultural information embedded in the textiles.
Through social media, word of mouth, direct observation,
communication with artists and art centres, and attendance at
community cultural events, this knowledge is readily available
to consumers (Ruben 2014b, unpub). A fulfilling consumer
experience and greater sales are more likely under these
conditions.

Figure 4: Kieren Karritpul, ‘Yergi’, screen-print on cotton,
Winning entry 2014 Telstra Youth Award, National
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander Art Award 2014.
(Photo: B Ruben)
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Community Empowerment Through Handcraft
Living Textile Traditions: Sustainability and Community Empowerment in Artisan Groups
FUENTES, Ana Paula: director@cadafoundation.com
CADA Foundation, Oaxaca, Mexico
Keywords: social design, community empowerment, sustainability, local value, global outreach
1. General Issues
Textile artisans´ communities in Mexico are rich in ancient
craft and tradition, and yet they are in danger of being
enveloped and lost by top down globalization. In order to
preserve their heritage, we need to explore new ways to
support them.

Figure 2. La Flor de Xochistlahuaca Cooperative.
3. Working Models
As part of this endeavor, I developed a marketing and
promotion plan for the Mexican non-profit “El Camino de los
Altos”, an association composed of 130 Mayan weavers in the
highlands of Chiapas and a group of eight French designers.
The two groups work together on the creation of a unique
textile collection combining contemporary design and Mayan
heritage. The goal is to develop a tangible educational, social
and economic alternative for the weavers and their families.
By sharing their expertise and know-how, the weavers are able
to construct a collective project and acquire autonomy and
freedom. Additionaly, I served as community liaison for the
cooperative La Flor de Xochistlahuaca, formed by 35 Amuzgo
weavers in Guerreo, to establish a structure that turned the
organization into a sustainable business. I currently direct the
CADA Foundation, who’s mission is to develop business
models that are sustainable environmentally, socially and
economicly with goal of reinforcing artisan communities
through. We are developing the project through dialogue with
artisans in different communities to achieve local and global
outreach without the loss of cultural identity.

Figure 1. Weaver from San Pablo Tijaltepec, Oaxaca.
Member of CADA Foundation.
2. Approaches
For the last 4 years I´ve been working with artisans projects
which have strong interest and concerns about the
preservation of heritage, identity and local value. The creation
of sustainable production and business practices can help the
work to survive and has the power to act as a means to create
social impact and community empowerment. But how does
one optimize commercial paths, introduce the artisanal
products to the global economy without risking the loss of
cultural identiy.
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Xochistlahuaca” and the non-profit association “El Camino de
los Altos” formed by Mayan weavers and French designers,
developing promotion and marketing and as a community
liaison. Currently she is the Executive Director of “CADA
Foundation”, a platform that pursues sustainable commerce
through the empowerment of designs and crafts.

Figure 3. Workshop between artisans and designers from
the non profit association, El Camino de los Altos.
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Abstract
This talk will give a brief overview of a 15 year collaborative project between Kiff Slemmons, an American artist and metalsmith, and
the artisans in the cooperative Arte Papel Vista Hermosa. At the invitation of the esteemed artist Francisco Toledo, Kiff created designs
for jewelry made of handmade paper to contribute to the workshop. These forms and designs have evolved in ever more complicated
ways. After working 2 to 3 week stints over the years, a dialogue formed around paper as a resource for jewelry: its capacity for simplicity
and elaboration, for structure and design, and also for countering assumptions about durability. Through paper the possibility of
materials as metaphor for ideas in jewelry was expanded. The spirit of invention in unusual circumstances, with limited but focused
resources, would not have happened without the combined effort and skills of all.
Esta charla dará un breve resumen de un proyecto colaborativo de 15 años entre Kiff Slemmons, un artista y metalúrgico estadounidense,
y los artesanos de la cooperativa Arte Vista Vista Hermosa. A invitación del apreciado artista Francisco Toledo, Kiff creó diseños para
joyas hechas de papel hecho a mano para contribuir al taller. Estas formas y diseños han evolucionado de formas cada vez más
complicadas. Después de trabajar durante 2 a 3 semanas a lo largo de los años, se formó un diálogo en torno al papel como un recurso
para la joyería: su capacidad de simplicidad y elaboración, de estructura y diseño y también de contrarrestar suposiciones sobre
durabilidad. A través del papel se amplió la posibilidad de materiales como metáfora de las ideas en la joyería. El espíritu de invención
en circunstancias inusuales, con recursos limitados pero enfocados, no habría ocurrido sin el esfuerzo combinado y las habilidades de
todos.
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a BA in art and French from the University of Iowa, where
her undergraduate studies included a year at the Sorbonne
in Paris. She has been influenced by the chance and
transformation of Dada and Surrealist theory and the focus
on materials and structure in Constructivism. Equally
important to her is the love of language, tools, and the
printed word that she acquired from her father, a
newspaper publisher and editor.
A self-taught metalsmith, Slemmons has exhibited
nationally and internationally for over thirty years. In 2000,
she had a mid-career exhibition, The Thought of Things:
Jewelry by Kiff Slemmons at the Palo Alto Art Center,
California. Her work can be found in numerous museum
collections, including the Victoria and Albert Museum,
London; the Mint Museum, North Carolina; Contemporary
Museum, Hawai'i; and the Tacoma Art Museum,
Washington.
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Abstract
Nuestro interés se centra en dos elementos importantes para la region Boruca de Costa Rica: las mascaras y las plantas tintóreas.
Queremos rescatar su cultura y tradiciones, aprovechando el recurso natural de los tintes el cual se ha ido perdiendo, a partir de la
síntesis de mascaras aplicada en vestimenta ya que son uno de los elementos que más se destaca de esta población.
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